Outline
The big picture - what controls the climate of Hawaii?
Do our volcanos control on the climate of Hawaii Island?
Changes to summit climate since mid last century
The cloud forest and cloud layer changes
Think global act local

Mauna Kea Climate, Past and Future
by Steven Businger, Professor and Chair
Department of Atmospheric Sciences, UHM
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Fall Equinox
Friday was the autumnal equinox, so
called because day and night have
equal length. Also, interestingly, the
border between day and night, called
the terminator, is oriented exactly
north-south, as seen in the visible
satellite image at right.

•

The Earth’s spectral signature (color) is a product of our
planet’s teeming life. Oxygen, which we breathe, and
ozone, that shields us from UV radiation, are the products
of photosythesis, and scatter blue light. Earth’s vegetation
reflects red light. The resulting U-shaped spectrum, if seen
in other planets, can help us to identify habitable planets.
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Bird Exodus
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Bird
Exodus
Weather radar even tells us
which direction the birds are
flying. Here is the Doppler
Velocity at 7:54 PM HST last
Thurs, using the Camano
Island radar. It tells you the
component of motion
towards or away from the
radar. Cold colors (like blue)
indicate incoming, warm
colors (orange/yellow) for
outgoing. Clearly, our
feathered friends are heading
south.

Our feathered friends know the
season is turning, with a massive
southward migration going on. How
do I know. Weather radar!
Here is the radar image from 8:03
HST last Thursday night. Lots of
echo..but no rain. Those are birds.
How can I be sure? There was no
echo before sunset and then the
radar lit up as it got dark. Lots of
birds prefer to fly after dark. Probably
safer for them (predators can't see
them well) and they are known to use
the stars for navigation.
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The Special Role of Water
in Weather and Climate

The Giant Seattle Ice Cube Meets a Suspicious Demise

Sept. 11

Sept. 9

Sept. 14

Blame it on
Hydrogen
Bonds

Why does it take so much energy to
to melt ice and evaporate water?

Sept. 16
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Hidden (Latent) Heat and Storms

Sept. 17

Sept. 18
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Schematic of the Earth’s Weather Machine
Earth’s weather
machine brings
warm moist air
northward and
cold dry air
southward (latent
and sensible
heat).

Polar Cell

Ferrel Cell

Hadley Cell

Hadley Cell

Moist air is potent fuel for thunderstorms and hurricanes, because
it contains large latent heat and has low molecular weight.
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Ferrel Cell
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Global Circulation
Water Vapor and Precipitation

Hadley Circulation in Action

Water vapor (white) is concentrated in the tropics. Rain (orange)
in atmospheric rivers bring flooding to middle latitudes.
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Intertropical Convergence Zone

NOAA has a La Niña Watch for this Winter
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The Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) shifts
southward in January and northward in July. Why?
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During La Niña stronger easterly winds over the equator
result in more upwelling and colder SST.
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NOAA has a La Niña Watch for this Winter
During La Niña
stronger easterly
winds over the
equator result in
more upwelling
and colder SST.

El Niño
1997-98

La Niña
1998-99

Sea surface temperature and surface winds during November-April of 1997-98, and 1998-99.
The Hadley circulaCon is enhanced over Hawaii during El Niño events.
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Physical Explanation for La Niña

El Niño and Hawaii Rainfall

Along Peru

Along Equator
•

Stonger trade winds promote more cold water upwelling in
eastern tropical Pacific as a result of Coriolis force on currents.
– Cool, deep water is nutrient rich and supports rich ecosystem
(plankton, fish, birds,…)

•

Weaker trades lead to weaker upwelling. Warm nutrient-poor
tropical water replaces the cold, nutrient-rich water.
– called El Niño (the boy in reference to its occurrence near Christmas)
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Hawai‘i rainfall index normalized by the monthly climatological
mean rainfall for each of the 27 Hawaiian stations that make up
the index. The analysis includes data from 1906 to 2001
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Jet Stream Steers Storms

Surface Wind Anomalies
El Niño

La Niña

250 mb Winds

Formation of the
polar jet stream

Dry winters with big NW swell

Wet winters for Hawaii

Average Sea-Level Atmospheric Wind Anomalies (m/s) for
January through March associated with ENSO.
El Niño impacts the location of large waves in the jet stream.
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El Niño and Epic Waves

El Niño in
Hawaii
Drought during El Niño
and wetter during La
Niña. Photos near
Kawaihae on the Island
of Hawaii during winters
of 1997 and 1998.
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Kam Highway

Coastal Impact
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The Long View

Our “Normal” Weather is Shifting

Throughout most of Earth’s history the temperature was
warmer and wetter than today
During last 2 million years the Earth’s climate was
colder and drier than today.
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Our Climate is Shifting
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Sea-Surface Temperature Trend
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Hurricanes are Powered by Latent Heat
mm

Precipitable water (PW) is the total amount of water in the atmospheric column above a
point and is measured in mm of equivalent liquid water on the ground. PW is directly
related to the sea surface temperature.
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Tropical Cyclones of 2015 in Hawaii

Montage of infrared satellite images of 15 tropical cyclones for the summer
of 2015. And it is true we didn’t get hit by a TC, so we were lucky.

Hawaii Hurricane Climatology

Hurricane tracks in the central Pacific from 1949-1998
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Hawaii Hurricane of 1871

Track of the Hawaii Hurricane of 1871

On August 9th 1871 a major hurricane struck the islands of
Hawaiʻi and Maui and wrought widespread destruction from
Waipio to Hana to Lahaina.
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How do we Know This?
“It started lightly raining from yesterday
morning, followed by the gusting winds
from the North and Northeast; until the
early afternoon, when the wind became
really strong, and all of the breadfruits,
coconuts, and other plants were
destroyed, broken in the roadway. The
streaming of the wind was similar to 5000
steam whistles set off at one time. The rain
continued from morning till night. At 11 ‘o
clock, the waters rushed swiftly and the
lowlands were flooded, sweeping
everything that was in their paths. The
damages were great concerning the koa
trees and the grapevines. On Thursday,
the wind lessened, and it seemed to be
veering from the North towards the
Southeast and it calmed down by 5 o'clock
in the evening.”
Published in Ke Au Okoa, 24 August 1871

Eastern Pacific Hurricane Climatology

Monte Carlo Stochastic Simulation showing the
number of times a hurricane passes within 75 nautical
miles per 10 years in the Eastern and Central Pacific.
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Hurricanes under Global Warming

Volcanos and Local Weather

The projected future change for 2075. Track shifts northward.
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Hawaii sea breeze has insufficient kinetic energy to
overcome the large altitude of the Big Island’s volcanoes.
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Volcanos and Local Weather

Sea and Land Breezes

Sea breezes
– Cool coastal communities
– Bring more humid air
Island of Hawaii with contours for elevation plotted every 3000 ft and average
winds (mph) during a six-week period during July and August, 1990.

• Haze
• Fog - especially on West Coast

– Often produce summer thunderstorms inland from the East Coast
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Land Breeze

Mountain/Valley Winds

Land breezes form at night due to stronger radiative
cooling of the land surface leading to sinking and
offshore flow of this cooler air mass with return flow aloft
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Mountain/Valley Winds

Climate Change on Volcanos

!

• Sunlight heats mountain slopes during the day and they cool by radiation at night
• Air in contact with surface is heated/cooled in response
• A difference in air density is produced between air next to the mountain slope
and air at the same altitude away from the mountain over the valley.
• Density difference produces upslope (day) or downslope (night) flow
• Daily upslope/downslope wind cycle is strongest in clear summer weather when
prevailing winds are light

Average surface temperature trends in Hawaii from observing
stations located at the higher elevations (> 800 meters). Time
series calculated from monthly station data after removing the
calendar month means and averaging into calendar years.
Smoothed curve is the annual data filtered with a 7-yr running
mean. Linear trends computed for two periods, 1919–2006 and
1975–2006. (Giambelluca et al. 2008).
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Mauna Loa Temperature Trend

How About Precipitation Change in Hawaii?

MLO
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Long-Term Trends

Recent Trends

Frazier et al. (in preparation)

Frazier et al. (in preparation)
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Future Climate Change in Hawaii

Climate Downscaling for the Island of Hawaii

Schematic illustration of the
impact of changing tradewind
inversion and rising lifted
condensation level on the
montane cloud depth, which
may lead to drier summit region

Summit Temperature

2050-2059

1982-2010

Daily mean (black), mean daily maximum (red dotted), absolute daily maximum
(red solid), mean daily minimum (blue dotted), and absolute daily minimum
temperature (blue solid) for the period 2050-2059 at CFHT.
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Anticipating Climate Change

Summit Dew Point Temperature

Maps illustrate how the climatic zones and their attendant
ecologies on Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa will be impacted by
large-scale climate change.

1982-2010

Mean temperature 2060

2050-2059

Projected snowfall expected at the summit in 2100 will
be 1/10th of the current values (Zhang et al. 2017)

Daily dew point temperature, mean (black), mean daily maximum (red dotted),
absolute daily maximum (red solid), mean daily minimum (blue dotted) and absolute
daily minimum dewpoint temperature (red solid) for the period 2050-2059 at CFHT.
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Wind Rose All Data

Wind Rose January

2050-2059

1982-2010

Wind rose for all wind speeds and directions at CFHT for the period.
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2050-2059

1982-2010

Wind rose for all January wind speeds and direction at CFHT..
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Wind Rose September

2050-2059

Forecast Rainy Days

1982-2010

Wind rose for all September wind speeds and directions at CFHT.
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Mauna Kea Snow

Mean days per month that rain was forecast at CFHT for the period 2050-2059.
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Forecast Snowy Days

Mean days per month that snow was forecast at CFHT for the period 2050-2059.
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Projected Mauna Kea Snow in 2100

Local Impacts and the Cloud Forest

Using 1979–2003 radiosonde data at Hilo and Lıhu‘e, Hawaii, the trade wind
inversion (TWI) is found to occur approximately 82% of the time at Hilo, with
average base heights of 2225 m (781.9 hPa).
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August Cloud Layer Depth

February Cloud Layer Depth

Mean August tradewind cloud layer depth (m) for the period 2050-2059. Cloud
layer is thinner in summer.
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Mean February tradewind cloud layer depth (m) for the period 2050-2059. Cloud
layer is thicker and lower overall in winter.
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Conclusions from Downscaling Study

What Can We Do?

• Summit temperatures will be warmer, especially in
summer
• Summit will experience less total precipitation, but will be
more humid in summer during the daytime
• Winds will be lighter fostering stronger diurnal circulations
• Tradewind inversion and cloud base will be slightly lower
• Cloud layer will be thinner in summer and thicker in winter

Where the heck did I leave my bike?
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A Positive Note: Cost Declines
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Local Action
1. Become a vegetarian, or better yet a vegan. The share of
greenhouse gas emissions from animal agriculture is variously
estimated between 18 and 51% of all greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.
2. Eat organic when you can. Organic food is good for us
because we’re not putting pesticides in our bodies, but organic
food is also grown without synthetic fertilizers, most of which
begin as byproducts of oil refining.
3. Buy local when you can. Products and food sourced and
made locally minimize transportation costs reducing GHG
emissions.
4. Live in the climate. The biggest residential demand on our
dirty energy system is climate control. We don’t need to have the
temperature at 70˚F all the time. Use climate control only for the
extremes.
5. Line dry your clothes. Line drying is easier on clothes, so
they last longer, and it reduces on of the largest contributors to
our electric bill and GHG impact.

Large cost declines in green industries. But it’s not enough.
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Local Action

Questions?

6. Vote with your feet. Transportation departments keep
meticulous track of road usage and transit trips. Walk, ride a
bike, or use rapid transit, and infrastructure will respond to
support your lower GHG choice.
7. If you have children, don’t use them as an excuse to wage
war on their future environment. Children increase the parent’s
carbon footprint by nearly 6 times!
8. Reduce and reuse before recycle. Reducing and reusing
are the cleanest option, then recycling.
9. Offset your carbon emissions. The United Nations has
made offsetting easy, cheap, and reliable, and you decide where
the money goes—mine went to solar water heaters in India,
inhibiting the spread of conventional water heaters there. There
are also many efforts in State, such as reforestation locally.
Calculate and offset your emissions at climateneutralnow.org.
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